
While considering the program of the research campus, factors relating to sustainability and carbon foot-
prints surfaced.  From the outset, the team recognized that connecting the research campus to the local 
grid was not a proper solution. In our research, three naturally occurring forces have proven to be the 
means of viable solutions: prevailing winds, consistent solar exposure, and oceanic water. The resulting 
design solution would follow a net zero energy consumption with all its facility needs safely harvested 
and disposed.

The eastern prevailing winds became a driving force in the design of the campus’ master plan. Natural 
cooling through wind creates a temperature differential enough to raise the comfort levels. With a larger 
eastern opening, created by the buildings’ massing, and a narrower western choke, the campus creates a 
Venturi Effect that conditions the adjacent spaces. In addition, the orientation maximizes northern and 
southern exposure to take full advantage of solar power generation, while allowing for effective day light-
ing from north.

Consistent solar exposure upon the site gives reason for Photovoltaic thermal (PVT) arrays. These rooftop 
units provide all of the campus’ energy, domestic hot water, and integrated systems. One of these sys-
tems includes the research laboratory’s AC unit. The unit utilizes a heat pipe, which removes heat from 
the incoming air before the cooling coil and uses the same energy to reheat cold supply air. In addition, 
where a deep-sea water inlet is required for specimen tanks, a secondary inlet pipe wraps to a closed loop 
heat exchanger which transfers heat from the air conditioner’s condenser unit to a continuous, open loop 
of seawater. The process eliminates the need to mechanically reheat the supply air.  This system paired 
with a salt-water “Sea-O-Thermal” heat exchanger allows for a smaller, more efficient unit.  

The potable water demands for all buildings are facilitated through rooftop rainwater collection.  Once 
collected, the rainwater is diverted into one of two cisterns. The primary laboratory grade water tank is 
attached to a purification unit that consists of a carbon filter and a UV light sanitizer. Excess rainwater is 
deposited in a central cistern that runs a similar cleansing process to provide potable water to the entire 
campus.  All wastewater from the campus is collected and processed on site in a passive, environmen-
tally friendly way.  

The “Marsh Machine” is the campus’ black water filtration system and response to the island’s poor sep-
tic system. The system uses naturally present ecology to bring wastewater near potable conditions without 
the use of hazardous chemicals or significant energy expenditures while presented as planted featured 
exhibits.

The combination of systems integration and natural remediation allows our campus to function with ex-
treme efficiency and minimal environmental impact. The implementation of a seawater inlet as a heat 
exchanger in pair with a heat pipe energy recovery system allows for high performance air conditioning 
units. Similarly, the PVT arrays, the Energy Transfer Module, and the “Marsh Machine” work together to 
generate huge amounts of energy with minimal environmental disturbance.
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